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for Professionals Working With Young People Affected By GenderBased Violence In Botswana, Southern Africa
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Background
In 2008, UK-based art therapist Emma Mills undertook a 6-week project with
three charities in Botswana through the Marion Milner scholarship from
Goldsmiths’ College. An account of Emma’s work through the scholarship
appeared in Newsbriefing in Spring 2009.
One of these charities, Stepping Stones International (SSI), provides afterschool care for orphaned and vulnerable adolescents as many families in
Botswana have been devastated by AIDS. At SSI, Emma ran an art therapy
group. From the success of this Lisa Jamu, founder of SSI, became a
passionate advocate of art therapy, frustrated at having no trained
practitioners based in Botswana.
In 2012, having secured funding from USAid, Lisa Jamu asked Emma to run a
9-day training for professionals (social workers, teacher counsellors, police
and HIV counsellors) in basic arts therapy skills. Lisa had identified that many
young service users had experienced Gender Based Violence (GBV) yet were
reluctant to discuss it with their counsellors. GBV only became illegal in
Botswana in 2010, its very high prevalence having been brought to light by a
strongly critical UN report the year before (Government of Botswana and UN
Botswana 2009). Michelle Hope (Drama Therapist) and Rebecca Lunn (Art
Therapist) came on board with the project as they had extensive knowledge of
this field in the UK.
Developing the training
Preparatory supervision sessions were held in the UK with art therapist Bobby
Lloyd. These were invaluable in clarifying our aims. We drew heavily on the
very practical account of her work in Kwazulu Natal and Bosnia with Debra
Kalmanowitz outlined in ‘The Portable Studio”, as well as her supervision of
other international projects (Kalmanowitz and Lloyd (1997; 2008). Three key
priorities emerged from this preparatory stage:
-

An emphasis on basic skills to promote safe working: ‘low
skill/high sensitivity’
A strongly experiential approach to learning
Planning for long-term sustainability

Low skill/high sensitivity
This was a very useful formula put to us by Bobby, which became something
of a mantra for us.
SSI had warned us to expect variable levels of knowledge and experience,
due to the extremely limited availability of counselling training in Botswana.
With this in mind, we knew it was important to be realistic about what could be
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achieved in 9 days. We were clear from the outset that participants would not
be qualified to call themselves arts therapists at the end of the course.

Trainees and trainers at Stepping Stones International.
Promoting safe practice: experiential learning
Our biggest concern was to ensure that trainees came away with an
understanding of the power of art and drama therapy and their potential to
reconnect clients to past trauma. (We even carried a photocopy of Neil
Springham’s “Through the eyes of the law”(Springham 2008) with us as a
reminder of the potential risks of under-trained professionals using the arts
with vulnerable individuals.)
We placed hands-on art-making and practical drama therapy activities at the
heart of the training, opening each day with an hour and half of non-directive
art-making, followed by a range of small group exercises using figure work
and role play. We aimed to model key therapeutic boundaries in all our
interactions with trainees. Theory was introduced only to support and clarify.
Case studies were used to illustrate ways of working and to allow discussion
and reflection on trainees’ own clients.
Our emphasis throughout was on containment rather than ‘opening up’. Many
had arrived with the idea that art and drama tools would be a way of getting
information from the children, rather than enabling children to express what
they wanted at their own pace.
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Sustainability
Another concern was what would happen after we left – how would these nontherapists apply and develop the skills they had learned? What sort of
supervision would be possible, in a country with no resident trained arts
therapists or psychotherapy training?
The most realistic approach seemed to be to support the setting up of peer
supervision groups. Trainees began to practise reflecting together in small
groups at the end of each training day. We encouraged them to commit to
meeting in these groups in their workplaces once we had left. They were
given monthly monitoring forms to record when they met for peer supervision
and use of arts therapy tools with clients.
The trainees’ organisations were also asked to commit to supervision and
monitoring. Managers were invited to the final day of training. (Several did
attend, and this formed part of a powerful and moving ending process for the
group).

Police social worker Lettie Mabua, explaining her art work to her manager.
Support and Supervision
34 professionals from across the country attended the 9 day training. Many
seemed close to burnout, complaining of unmanageable caseloads and
overwhelming needs from their clients. The teachers seemed especially
stressed, struggling to manage confidentiality within the school setting whilst
balancing their teaching and counselling responsibilities with little training or
support. All were troubled by the lack of effective child protection systems in
place in Botswana.
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We soon realised that many participants were themselves suffering from
personal trauma, most having lost loved ones to AIDS and many having been
affected by GBV. When asked to work with clients’ issues in role-plays, it
became increasingly apparent than many were working with their own
material. Similarly their art-making put them in touch with strong feelings, as
did the content of some case studies.
We quickly learned to take the temperature of the group, frequently rethinking
activities on our feet. The group became increasingly able to let us know what
they needed, individually and collectively. They also demonstrated very
graphically the concerning level of need in the country and the challenge of
how best to respond to this.

Trainees on the first day
Shame and Silencing
As this training was specifically aimed at professionals working with young
people affected by GBV we were keen to explore the dynamics of shame and
silencing that surround this problem, with awareness that this would be
challenging (Mills and Kellington 2012). Initial discussions and experiential
work were met with discomfort, confusion and defensiveness, but an
increasing openness and reflectiveness developed over the following days.
This was aided by the trainers sharing facts about GBV in the UK, to counter
any sense of shaming Botswana as a country.
Art-making
Collage from magazines remained popular throughout, but a shift in content
was apparent over time – early artwork presented idealised images of
western-style affluence (houses, cars etc) but towards the end a greater
ambivalence became apparent, with sharp cultural criticism of social problems
(drink driving, GBV, child rape).
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Collage of showing western influence on trainees’ aspirations
The introduction of clay also contributed to a shift in both mood and content.
All responded enthusiastically to the clay, and many made work relating to
traditional Batswana culture, expressing their love for the land and its
importance to them. There were frequent images of containment such as
round cooking pots and circular kraals to hold livestock.

Claywork showing a traditional Botswana home
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Let’s Make a Circle
The group developed a daily opening and closing ritual where, in response to
the chant, ‘Let’s make a circle – a big, big circle’, the whole group would
gather with much humour and playfulness to share games, prayers and
reflections.
The course coincided with the 2012 Olympics, and perhaps the most
memorable example of this was when we paused the training to join the
children in watching Botswana’s athletics champion Amantle Montsho win her
heat, all rushing outside afterwards in excitement to form a celebratory circle.
We were very aware of the complex mix of cultural, ethnic, linguistic, religious
and economic difference that the group encompassed, and the challenge of
working with the dynamics of GBV. Reflecting on our own feelings and
responses, we became aware of wanting to please the trainees, avoiding
conflict and making concessions such as changing time boundaries. We
began to think about the daily ritual of making a circle as the group’s way of
building a sense of cohesion across these multiple differences.

Trainees doing a circle time activity with the children of SSI
Conclusion
Reflecting on this first pilot of the training, the circle, and perhaps particularly
the interlinked circles of the Olympic logo, seems a very fitting image for the
project and its potential future development.
The daily importance of circle-based activities has already been noted.
Reconnections were also made with an earlier circle, as we met young people
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from Emma’s 2008 art therapy group who were now working as mentors for
younger children at SSI.
Links were made with trainees’ employers, several managers attending the
last day and joining their employees around all the artwork produced on the
training. We also made connections with the Botswana Department of
Women’s Affairs and funders from USAid, linking the training to the broader
social context in the country.
We are now working on how to sustain virtuous circles to support this first
cohort of trainees, as well as connections within and outside Botswana to
secure further funding and develop future training opportunities, having
received powerfully positive feedback from course participants. In their posttraining evaluations most suggested follow-up training and closer involvement
from their employing organisations.
Looking forward, two key concerns remain: sustainability and safe practice.
We are working on systems to monitor how skills are used and to ensure
appropriate support and supervision for practitioners, and more broadly,
continuing to assess how safely such practice can be carried out by non-arts
therapists. The demand for arts therapies in Botswana is clear; how best to
extend access to them remains an exciting challenge.

Trainees using clay with Stepping Stones children
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